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The Pioneer SA 7500 II offers superb tonal quality and substan-

tial power in a stereo integrated amplifier. The SA 7500 II

has a continuous power output of 45 watts per channel RMS into

8 ohms from 20-2- 0 KHz, with no more than 0.1 THD. It

features a power relay which prevents damage to your speakers,
and a tape monitordubbing for two stereo decks. Reg. $250.

The Pioneer TX 5500 II stereo tuner offers true high fidelity

performance at an attractive price. The TX 5500 II features
phase-locke- d loop circuit and automatic FM mute when you
switch to FM. Regularly $150.
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Use your Visa or Master Charge and charge it, or RG can
arrange financing with approved credit.

The Pioneer TX 6500 II stereo tuner has outstanding AMFM

stereo performance. The TX 6500 II has a sensitive and stable FM

front end and high signal to noise ratio for clean AMFM reception.

Regularly $200

Pioneer TX 8500 II stereo tuner has useful features and fine

detailed engineering that makes this a valuable investment in

lasting AMFM stereo tuner performance. The TX 8500 II features
a ge IF section with a widenarrow selection to make it easier

to eliminate adjacent station interference. Built in 440 Hz signal

generator to help adjust the level on your tape deck before

recording from an FM tuner. Regularly $300.
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Pioneer SA 9500 II is a high power versatile stereo integrated
amplifier. The SA 9500 II features dual power supply design
that insures full dynamic range for each channel without

clipping. Continuous power output of 80 watts per channel, RMS

into 8 ohms from 20-2- 0 KHz with no more than 0.05 THD.
A superb integrated amplifier at an outstanding price. Reg. $500.

SA 8500 II is a powerful stereo integrated amplifier with 60

watts per channel RMS into 8 ohms from 20-2- 0 KHz, with no

more than 0.1 THD. The SA 8500 II has excellent flex-

ibility with features such as bass and treble turnover controls. A

low cut (subsonic) and high cut filter. 32 step volume att-

enuator and a -- 20 dB muting switch. Regularly $400
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We're just perfect for you

45th and Vine Street O Shop Seven Days A Week 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. O Use Your Visa and Master Charge at RG


